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01.
Customer Acquisition vs. 

Customer retention: the big 
challenge



Customer acquisition is one of the biggest and 

most difficult challenges that brands face today. 

Every company, either start-up or not, spends 

time and money on finding effective ways to 

attract new visitors to their e-shop or drive more 

traffic to their brick-and-mortar store.

Taking into consideration that attracting a new 

customer costs 5-7 times more than keeping 

an existing one, you should start focusing more 

on marketing to the shoppers you already have.

Attracting a new customer is 5 - 7 times more expensive than 
retaining an existing one

01. Customer Acquisition vs. Customer 
retention: the big challenge

Of course, getting new people buying your 

products or services is important and should also 

be on your list, but customer retention should 

be your priority if you want to build revenue and 

long-term growth. Either you are a product-driven 

business or a service-oriented business, 

improving customer retention rates will lead you 

e-commerce success.



02.
The role of Retention Marketing in 

e-commerce



The e-commerce landscape is rapidly growing 

and changing. Technological advances have led to 

increased online competition for the user’s 

attention while, at the same time, consumers are 

a lot more powerful than ever before.

Building strong relationships with them is key to 

standing out in the increasingly competitive e-

commerce world. Retention strategies can 

transform your business and help you create 

customer experience excellence.

Existing customers already know and love your 

brand and it is more likely to return to your e-

shop and buy again. On the other hand, acquiring 

new visitors and converting them into customers 

requires more effort and money. 

02. The role of Retention Marketing in 
e-commerce

Advertising costs are rising (ad impressions, clicks 

and conversions etc.), along with various 

marketing techniques, such as search engine 

optimization (SEO), forcing e-commerce 

managers to raise their budget.

Retention strategies can transform 
your business and help you create 
customer experience excellence.



Apart from the fact that customer retention is 

less expensive, targeting existing customers 

offers numerous other unique benefits to online 

businesses. The more times a customer 

purchases from you, the stronger your 

relationship becomes.

Loyal customers act differently than occasional 

customers and being able to understand their 

buying habits, demographic profiles and micro-

moments in their engagement with you, will help 

you keep them more engaged, devoted and, 

finally, maximize their lifetime value.

02. The role of Retention Marketing in 
e-commerce

But, how do you manage to keep customers 

coming back?

The following 7 tips will help you win at e-

commerce customer retention & stand out in the 

digital world.

Transform your online store 
by focusing your energy on 

customer retention



03.
Refine Customer Experience and 

drive customer retention



#1 Build a unified customer retention 
strategy

#2 Master customer service 

#3 Invest in marketing automation 

#4 Implement an attractive 
customer loyalty program

#5 Build a user-friendly site that 
converts

#6 Focus on mobile moments

#7 Optimize your strategy

03. Refine CX and drive customer 
retention with these 7 tips:



When it comes to developing your customer retention strategy, there is one key step to follow: apply your strategy 

across all the channels that your customers visit (brick-and-mortar store, e-shop, mobile application, social media, 

emails, etc.). 

Even though your e-store might be your core channel, your approach should be based on a unified commerce model 

where the customer is, of course, the center.

#1

Consistency matters

Customer retention is the main goal of every business 

during the customer lifecycle, and for your brand to 

succeed it, you need to stay consistent across all touch 

points. 

Customers expect a constant shopping journey, so this is 

exactly what you should be offering to them. Consistency 

not only builds but also maintains trust, meaning more 

loyal customers.

Build a unified customer retention strategy

Set retention benchmarks

Every successful strategy has several basic KPIs in place.

Customer Lifetime Value (CLV), average order value, 

purchase frequency, repeat users, are some key metrics 

every online business owner should measure. 

Set retention benchmarks to track results and accurately 

determine which actions work best for your business. 



Did you know?

71% of consumers have ended their 

relationship with a company due to 

poor customer service.
(Source: KISSMETRICS)

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/retaining-customers/


Great customer service is about creating happy customers

that keep coming back to you. Brand loyalty and customer 

service go hand in hand, and as soon as you realize this 

strong connection, you are a step closer to building long-term 

relationships with your customers.

Nowadays customers have numerous ways to connect with 

you and they expect instant and exceptional service during 

every interaction they make with your brand.

Start thinking the relationship with your customers as a 

continuous journey and not as a single action. 

#2
Master customer service

Make sure you have 
set a multi-channel 

support.

Find 4 more tips >>



Build trust

Create meaningful and loyal connections with your 

customers, by showing them that you truly value their 

preference to your brand. Express appreciation by 

treating them as human beings and not just as data 

points.

Listen to your customers

Customers are willing to leave a positive or a negative 

feedback about your services or products as a result of 

their experience with your brand. Focus on their feedback 

everywhere they might leave reviews or comments and 

use it as an opportunity to reconnect with them.

#2

Emphasize on your team

Properly train your personnel both in-store and 

online in order to be able to handle every customer 

in the most effective way. Make sure they understand 

why customer experience is very important to the 

brand and how it can increase loyalty.

Delight your customers

Customers are more loyal when brands go the extra 

mile. Try to not just meet your customers’ needs, but 

also go above and beyond and amaze them with your 

service.  

Here are some creative ways to help you deliver the best 

experience possible & increase your loyal customer database.

Sometimes, even something 
small can make a difference; 

like informing your 
customers about the status 

of order delivery.



Building and maintaining a loyal customer base requires the right resources in place and the ability to bring fast 

innovative technologies into your organization. In this way, you will be able to successfully move to the speed of your 

customers.  Marketing automation tools enable you to connect with your customer with the right content at the right 

moment, delivering personalized and consistent experiences across all touchpoints.

#3

Email marketing automation

Meet your customers’ expectations for personalized 

communication with email marketing automation. 

Your newsletter campaigns become an even more 

powerful tool for you as the automation technology 

enables to reach faster your customers.

When a customer subscribes to your blog or 

newsletter, send them a welcome email or a thank you 

message. Another effective example is setting 

automated cart abandonment campaigns.

Invest in marketing automation

For example, when a user leaves your  online shop 

without making any purchase, you can send him/her a 

reminder of the basket along with a special offer or a 

discount to give incentives and increase your conversion 

rate.

Marketing automation enables 
you to make real-time product 

recommendation during the store 
visit, based on the specific 
customers’ preferences.



Taking your loyal 
customers for granted is 

risky as customers expect 
different treatment for 
being loyal and staying 

connected with you. 



The prime objective of any customer retention program is 

creating loyalty. While this is a continuous process, most 

companies usually stop connecting with their consumers 

once they build loyalty.  Taking your loyal customers for 

granted is risky as customers expect different treatment 

for being loyal and staying connected with you. 

Top e-commerce businesses reinforce their marketing 

efforts for retaining their most loyal customers by investing 

in a customer loyalty program.

#4
Implement an attractive customer loyalty program

Loyalty programs are a huge help in e-

commerce. Today’s customers are always 

online, have access to more choices, and can 

easily switch to other brands. Basically, they 

have fewer reasons to be loyal than ever 

before.

A customer loyalty program is still one of the 

most effective ways to drive repeat 

purchases and boost brand loyalty.

Rethink the rewards mix >>



Build an attractive customer loyalty program that 

rewards your customers for:

✓ writing reviews

✓ giving feedback

✓ hashtagging photos

✓ referring friends

✓ connecting on social media

#4

“ 
The best customer loyalty programs don’t 

just engage with and reward shoppers when 

they make purchases – they also give points 

for a variety of different actions.  

”

Consumers aren’t necessarily just interested in saving money. Enhanced customer service, mobile rewards and the ability 

to earn special treatment have become more important over the past few years. The best customer loyalty programs don’t 

just engage with and reward shoppers when they make purchases – they also give points for a variety of different actions.

By giving your customers good reasons to come back to your online shop, either they are members of your rewards 

program or not, it is more likely to maximize their lifetime value.



Website design is key to converting visitors into customers and thus, into returning customers. 

Your e-shop is your main channel where your customers make purchases, so make sure that its performance is high; it 

loads fast and your content encourages engagement.

#5

User experience is key

User experience plays a key role in the digital world. Make 

the navigation easy and the structure of your website clear. 

No one wants to spend much time searching product and 

services that could have found within a few clicks. Build or 

re-design your online shop with your customer in mind.

Make additions that will enhance user experience; add 

descriptions to your products, clear call to actions, along 

with useful and educational content. Also, set a simple 

checkout process with several payment methods.

A user-friendly site also means you have put the customer at 

the center of it and you understand the customer’s unique 

needs. Respond to these needs, by addressing their specific 

pain points. 

Content marketing is an effective way to enhance 

customer experience and drive repetitive visits to your e-

shop. 

Build a user-friendly site that converts

Almost half of web users 
expect a site to load in 2 

seconds or less, and they tend 
to abandon a site that isn’t 

loaded within 3 seconds.
[source: KISSMETRICS]

Extra Tip: 
Build a blog where you share tips, how-to guides and useful 
information regarding the use of your product and services. 
Don’t forget that Google loves original, fresh content and if you 
use keywords wisely, you might rank higher!

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/loading-time/


Consumers turn to their mobile phones for almost 

everything. They rely on their smartphones as 

information, entertainment, shopping, and life 

companions. 

So, mobile phones are not just a technology device; they 

have become a personal hub of information where 

people spend time on daily.

Leverage these mobile moments to reach your 

customers successfully and create meaningful and lasting 

connections with them.

#6
Focus on mobile moments

Social media

Use social media to stay connected with your customers. 

People that “follow” or “like” your brand on social media will 

most probably want to learn your latest news, reach your 

customer support and buy from you again. 

Create engaging content for your social media accounts and 

determine the right time and frequency to post. Social media 

are a great opportunity to drive loyal customers to your e-

shop, so make sure you give them good reasons to do so. 

Remember to stay consistent across all channels and digital 

touchpoints, ensuring unique online experiences.

Extra tip: 
Use retargeting ads to reach current customers & visitors of your e-shop.

It is an effective retention tactic that when used right, can increase retention rates.

http://www.qivos.com/solutions/mobile-loyalty/


The key to success is to test and measure all your efforts 

during the customer retention process. Optimize your 

strategy often and deliver A/B testing campaigns to 

determine which message works best.

Invest in technology, such as an advanced CRM platform

to get a deep activity and insights on your customers and 

monitor their impact through custom analytics and 

reporting.

In today’s unified commerce, being able to gather all the 

necessary data from structured and unstructured sources 

and get predictive insights, will help you connect with 

customers with immediate and relevant experiences. 

#7
Optimize your strategy

By understanding customer 
behavior and preferences, you will 

be able to make personalized 
communications with them and 
boost customer engagement.

http://www.qivos.com/solutions/qivos-cloud-2/


04.
Conclusion



E-commerce customer retention is really 

important for online businesses and it involves 

examining the entire customer journey in a new, 

integrated way. To effectively manage the 

customer journey, you need not only to 

understand user behavior but also add value to 

each phase of the customer lifecycle.

These 7 customer retention tips will help you 

successfully reach your existing customers and 

create unique user experiences.

Find the right mix of acquisition and retention for your 
online store

04. Conclusion

Start your customer retention plan by 

determining the right mix of acquisition and 

retention for your online store. Based on what 

industry you are in and your e-store’s current life 

stage, you should build a strategy that frequently 

evolves but always puts the customer experience 

at the center.
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